
Valve Cover 
for the BMW Engine 
Series N20, N46, 
N52, N55 

Problems with low quality valve covers are a thing of the past.  
You can be absolutely sure with the Victor Reinz® valve covers for 
the aftermarket – and you will even save.

Better and more economically priced 
than the Original



Valve Cover  
in OEM Quality
The Victor Reinz Valve Covers for the BMW Engine Series 
N20, N46, N52, N55 are more than a Spare Part.
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In independent tests the valve covers developed 
specifically for the aftermarket has achieved 
maximum functional reliability.  And that at a better 
price than the original part.
Yet the valve covers with integrated pressure 
control valve for the crankcase, together with 

The all-round carefree Valve Cover with Price Advantage 
 OE-conforming cylinder-head covers for BMW, especially developed for the aftermarket.
 Better than the original in independent tests
 Tested functional reliability
 Complete spare part set, including cover, gasket, screws, and assembly instructions
 No problem and aggravation during assembly
 Better priced than the originall

Victor Reinz Valve Cover
 Spare part set for BMW engine series N20, N46, N52, N55
 Valve cover
 Valve cover gasket
 Screws
 Assembly instructions including guideline for screw tightening

optimized oil drainage and oil return, absolutely 
conforms to OE.
The failure rate of  valve covers is greater than 
that of cylinder-head gaskets.  That‘s why it is 
even more important that the replacement cover 
works absolutely reliably and comes from a single 
source, including gasket and screws.

Of course, you can also find the Victor Reinz valve cover on the website of 
Victor Reinz and in TecDoc.

Order now from your wholesaler.

VictorReinz.com/online-catalog

OE Ref. Article-No BMW
11 12 7 552 281 71-17222-00 N52
11 12 7 570 292 71-17223-00 N55
11 12 7 588 412 71-17225-00 N20
11 12 8 645 888 71-17227-00 N46


